
 

 

    

 

             

                                                             

1910’s Ty Cobb Stall & Dean 0876 Glove 

A pinnacle of the glove hobby for the very shrewd and advanced collector, this highly sought after early full web Ty 
Cobb glove is worthy of being the central focal point of your collection.  This Stall and Dean model 0876 has a richly 
endorsed Ty Cobb signature and is further highlighted with a wonderful brand logo and model number all of which were 
nicely stamped at the turn of the last century in palm area when fabricated in the Brockton, Massachusetts factory.  The 
backside is further highlighted by the early factory label that additionally enhances this stunning piece of Cobb history!  
This glove is over 100 years old yet, it retains its true essence: one of the earliest endorsed professional baseball player 
gloves ever offered to fans, at a time when the game was evolving into how we know it today.  A rare and exclusive 
offering……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$9,995 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

           

                                                                              

1940’s Spalding 141 Glove 

This glove has never been used.  It’s just about perfect.…………………………………………………..…………$250 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                 

                                                                              1910’s Spalding King Patent Glove 

Spalding King Patent glove in very good condition.  Solid patch and button.  The KP lacing has been replaced.  There 
is a small split in the seam between the thumb and index finger.  The stamping on the glove is excellent as can read the 
majority of the stamping……………………………………………………………………………………………...$325 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

           

                                                                        

1940’s Robert Doerr D&M DG18 Glove with Box 

Beautiful mint Bobby Doerr glove. Light brown, soft leather single tunnel-web 1940’s glove.  This glove was 
autographed beautifully by Bob Doerr in the 1990’s personally for the seller.  The box is in good condition (one edge 
on the back side has a tear on the seam) and displays well…………………………………………………………. $500 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

       

                                                                              
Early 1900’s A.J. Reach Crescent Pad Glove 

This is an adult-sized, high-quality A.J. Reach crescent glove.  It’s sturdy and solid and has never been cleaned.  It 
could clean to a bright white.  It has a slit or cut on the front left side of the crescent, visible in pic.  The asbestos lining 
has a small hole right above where your index finger would go but you can’t feel it while on and it feels great on the 
hand.  The tag is a bit worn but complete.  High end white crescents are a prize, but it’s a duplicate........…….....$1,400 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

           

                                                                        

1920’s Hans Wagner Goldsmith Model KB Glove 

Very nice condition Honus (J Hans) Wagner brown 1” web 1920’s glove.  High quality with leather piping and soft 
leather.  The label, wrist button and leather palm are in excellent condition…………………………………...……$800 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                          

                                                                              1920’s Simmons American Catchers Mitt 

Very large Simmons catchers mitt with two toned leather.  Great patch with a buckle back strap in great 
condition……………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$175 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                  

1920’s/30’s Pennant Bull Dog Glove 

Pennant Bull Dog Model fielder’s glove.  High-quality glove, rolled leather trim……………………………………$45 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

           

                                                                        
1930’s Chick Hafey John York F615 Glove 

Excellent display Chick Hafey light brown 1930’s glove.  This glove makes great display with leather piping and 
professional reworked soft leather inside palm.  The John York model F615 is an extremely rare glove……….…. $600 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                    

                                                                              1920’s Edward K. Tryon 08B Full Web Glove 

Outstanding Edward K. Tryon full web baseball glove. Slight two-tone color variation makes this one a great looking 
display glove.  Very soft and supple with nice on hand feel.  Tryon label on wrist strap……………………………$350 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

   

 

                    

1960’s Mickey Mantle XPGH Signed Glove 

Major house repairs - gotta sell my best glove:  Signed 
XPGH Mickey Mantle Heart of The Hide.  As close to a 
Mantle gamer as you'll get.  Signed by Mantle with a LOA 
from PSA/DNA………………………...……...……$15,000 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                                                             

1940’s Dubow 383 Glove in Box 

Mint in the box 1930s Dubow kid’s glove.  Box is in excellent condition but missing the top……………………...$175 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

           

                                                                        

1920’s Lutzke Style 3 Finger Glove 

No manufacturer I can find and never had cloth label.  Great condition and displays very nice.  No rips, tears or ink.  A 
little checking to front center palm but overall very good……………………………………………………………$299 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

           

                                                                              

1920’s/30’s Stall & Dean 8079 Glove 

Strong stamping, no rips or tears, no ink and smooth lining…………………………………………………………$125 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                                                         

                                                                              1920’s D&M 731 Intercollegiate Model Catchers Mitt 

Full size Draper and Maynard catcher’s mitt – the Intercollegiate model 731.  Glove leather is two toned and in perfect 
condition with a perfect tag and solid buckle back strap……………………………………………………………..$175 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                        

                                                                              1920’s Edward K. Tryon 08B Full Web Glove 

Outstanding Edward K. Tryon full web baseball glove. Slight two-tone color variation makes this one a great looking 
display glove.  Very soft and supple with nice on hand feel.  Tryon label on wrist strap……………………………$350 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                   

                                                                              1920’s Tony Piet Spalding 1” Web Glove 

Antique Spalding Tony Piet endorsed baseball glove.  Extremely nice 1920’s era Spalding baseball glove with label 
and button.  Tony Piet endorsement on the heel.  Super nice construction and quality and features a folder over sewn 
web.  Smooth inside and feels nice on hand………………………………………………………………………….$250 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

           

                                                                              

c. 1931 Woody English Stall & Dean 8055 Three Finger Glove 

This is a rare, one or two year model.  It was the most 
expensive glove in Stall & Dean’s 1931 line at $9.00.  To top 
it off, it’s one of three known Stall & Dean pre-war 3’s.  It is 
extremely supple and feels fantastic on the hand.  The interior 
and exterior leather are smooth and free of holes.  It features a 
bold block letter endorsement as well as a facsimile signature, 
called a double signature.  The back of the thumb reads boldly 
in script, “Insist on Stall & Dean”.  Two seams have a period 
re-stitch and it’s nicely and expertly done, but since the third 
example has the same thumb stitch, maybe it’s original.  I 
can’t say enough how nice this glove is.  Just put it on…..$600 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

            

                                                                              

1920’s Horace Partridge Basemitt 

Really nice top quality Horace Partridge baseman’s mitt.  Light logo stamping visible.  Great on hand feel with smooth 
liner.  Replaced web lace.  Outstanding cloth label on back…………………………………………………………$250 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

           

                                               

1920’s R.H. Macy & Co. Catchers Mitt 

It’s in very nice condition.  No rips, tears or ink, adult model, nice stamping in palm never had cloth label.  “Big 
League” model……………………………………………………………………………………..…………………$199 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                                            

  

                                                                              
1930’s Great Western Athletic Goods Co. 624 Baseman’s Mitt 

This one matches up to the Phil Cavarretta model.  I don’t know for 
sure, but they share the same model #.  It’s in nice decent shape.  
The box top corners aren’t perfect but it’s sturdy……………....$125 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                               

                                                                              1910’s/20’s Reach Canada Full Web Glove 

Vintage Reach full web fielder’s glove.  Glove is a unique burgundy color with a great Reach patch on the wrist strap.  
Interior leather is in great condition…………………………………………………………………………………..$225 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                                          

1930’s Mel Ott Goldsmith MO Glove 

Light use, excellent in all respects, full size,  solid, not floppy, an excellent glove, zero issues…………………….$210 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                            

1960 Larry Yogi Berra Spalding 1413 Catchers Mitt 

This is a one year only model.  Storage wear only.  It looks and feels like it was never used……………………….$425 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                                            

1910’s Spalding King Patent Minor League Model 1” Web Glove 

Nice button , worn patch and replaced vintage lacing……………………………………………………………..…$640 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

             

                                                             

c. 1951 MacGregor Goldsmith 133 Pick Pocket Glove 

MacGregor Goldsmith Pick Pocket 3-finger LHT - very soft, high-quality leather.  Rolled leather trim. Perfect lining. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$35 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                        

1940’s Bill Nicholson Dubow Glove 

Dubow Bill Nicholson with railroad locomotive button.  Excellent condition, good lining…………………………$100 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

           

                                                                        

1920’s Reach Two Tone Catchers Mitt 

Black and white in color and adult model.  Overall condition excellent and only spots I can find is one on top front 
palm, not a hole but an indent in the leather and on back piping a bit loose on back.  Cloth label very nice and displays 
well.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$175 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                                                                                  

1920’s/30’s Pennant Bull Dog Glove 

Pennant Bull Dog Model fielder’s glove.  High-quality glove, rolled leather trim……………………………………$45 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

 

1920’s Babe Ruth Reach RF2 Home Run Special Glove 

Perforated full web, repaired liner, nice Reach button & patch…………………………………………………….$1,480 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

    

                                                                        
Early 1900’s Crescent Fielders Glove 

This is an early crescent pad with full web.  Displays nice and light brown color but has a few issues. Cloth label on 
back missing and tears between two finger stalls in front have been sewn and repaired see pictures.   Large adult model 
glove with full web but web does have a small tear top left corner maybe ¼ of an inch just starting to pull away a bit. 
Owners name on front bottom so I priced it cheap but does display well……………………………………………$349 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                                              

                                                   

                                                                              

1920’s/30’s A.J. Reach, Wright & Ditson L4 Glove Box 

This is an early Reach, Wright & Ditson Canada glove box.  All four corners are tight.  No major flaws………….$150 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

               

 

1920’s Stall & Dean 8028 1” Web Glove 

Smooth lining & great patch………………………………………………………………………………………….$190 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                         

                                                                              
1910’s/20’s JC Higgins Catchers Mitt 

Early JC Higgins catchers mitt. Golden tan color.  Soft supple leather with a smooth great on hand feel.  Large mitt 
with fantastic Higgins label…………………………………………………………………………………………..$285 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

               

 

1920’s Stall & Dean Speed Model Glove 

Grommet webbing, solid leather, nice liner and nice stampings……………………………………………………..$260 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                                                             

 

1940’s/50’s Jack Kramer Rawlings G300 Glove 

Rawlings Jack Kramer G300.  Nice Rawlings shield button…………………………………………………………..$75 
75 

 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

 

             

                                                             

1920’s Eddie Collins A.J. Reach EC Glove 

This rare and elusive 1920's Eddie Collins 
Reach Glove was tailored in Reach's famed 
"reaco" white suede, with a full horsehide lining.  
When initially offered, the glove really stood 
apart from others not only for its brilliant color 
and style but, for being nearly identical to the 
actual glove that Eddie Collins used while 
playing second base for the Chicago White 
Sox.  Eddie was arguably one of the sport's all-
time greats and a superb 2nd baseman which, is 
as fitting as this glove’s scarcity:  to date there 
have been only five known surviving 
documented examples of this white 
beauty!  This particular Reach EC has been 
conservatively maintained like a true time 
capsule, as if the last lucky lefty gently stored it 
away in a drawer and froze it in 
time…........................................................$2,300
  

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

 

             

                                                             

1940’s Leo Durocher MacGregor Goldsmith RL Glove 

A terrific example of a high quality well-constructed 1940's MacGregor Goldsmith glove, this Leo Durocher H web 
model is in fantastic condition!....................................................................................................................................$280  

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

     

                                                                      
3 Tough Mickey Mantle Rawlings Gloves – MM3, MM6, MM8 

These are the “off-models”, which are considerably tougher than the other Mantle models.  The MM3 lefty is Nr-Mt. 
or almost perfect.  The MM6 is nice as well with lots of silver remaining.  There is a faint letter “A” on the wrist strap.  
The MM8 is the rarest of the three but in well used condition with piping flaws and the laces are not original.  All three 
gloves have the old style Mantle signature………...…………………………………………………………………$450 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                              

                                                                              1910’s Goldsmith Catchers Mitt 

Stunning, near mint Goldsmith, black leather catcher’s mitt with a blazing manufacturer’s tag on the thumb.  Perfect 
buckle back strap.  Light Goldsmith stamping on the front of the glove……………………………………………..$375 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

         

                                                              

 

 

c. 1971-72 Johnny Bench Rawlings HOH Catchers Mitt 

Shelf life only, may have caught a ball but surely not in a game as this is new or close to new, one small scrape on the 
back by the little finger seam, outstanding…………………………………………………………………………...$700 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                   

                                                                              

1910’s/20’s Reach 1” Web and Goldsmith Full Web Gloves 

Two early gloves.  Both used with liner issues and needing some TLC 
and clean up.  Goldsmith full web with really cool button and Reach 1“ 
web…………………………………………………………………$275 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

           

                                                                              

1960’s? CCM 840FR Glove Box 

This is a large CCM (Canadian) glove box.  There is no lid.   It’s the only one I have ever seen...…………………$125 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                                                                

c. 1971-72 Jim Northrup Spalding 42-2451 Professional Model Glove 

Outstanding condition, zero issues,  little use, barely broken in.  Light name on back middle finger.  (1970 model 
shown for reference.)………………………………………………………………………………………………....$300 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

           

                                                                              

1920’s Stall & Dean Buckle Web Catchers Mitt 

Double buckles are both in working condition. large well-made mitt, black Stall & Dean cloth tag, original lacing, 
smooth lining, no rips or tears and no ink…………………………………………………………………………….$125 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                              

                                                                              

1932 Howard Ehmke D&M G74D Glove 

Draper and Maynard Howard Ehmke 3 finger glove.  Nice look to this early 3 finger model.  Endorsement is visible on 
side of heel.  Smaller size 3 finger as opposed to some of the super large ones I have owned.  Nice D&M label and 
button………………………………………………………………………………………………………………....$375 
 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

           

                                                                        
1940’s Frank Hayes Em-Jay Catchers Mitt 

Frank Hayes Em-Jay signature model catchers mitt in mint condition with no flaws and adult model……...……....$149 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                                                                 

                                                                              
Early 1900’s Webless Crescent Glove 

Very early webless, crescent padded fielder’s glove.  There are no manufacturer’s markings on the glove, however the 
glove looks very similar to the Victor models.  Glove has a felt interior that is in excellent condition.  A former owner 
has printed his name on the back of the glove.  The crescent pad is completely intact and very pronounced……..$2,100 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

           

                                                                              

1962 Don  Buddin Sonnett T6B Glove 

This is a rare, one year model, really nice condition glove that just feels great on the hand.  The lining is super smooth.  
It needs a web lace fix and it’s ready for a game of catch.  It has two small white dots on the back of the ring finger and 
faint ink on the underside of the wrist strap - not visible.……………………………………...………………………$55 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

           

                                                                              

Early 1960’s Sonnett T6-TG Major League Model Glove 

This six finger glove is butter soft on the inside and out and one you’d just love to put on your hand.  It’s broken in 
perfectly and ready to play catch.  No flaws on this one, just good-‘ol broken in use.  Great glove…....………….…$65 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

               

                                                     

1910’s/20’s Ratsch Peerless G150BC Full Web Glove 

Nice stampings, no ink, solid and soft leather………………………………………………..………………………$460 

no ink 

$460 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

               

 

                                                         

1950’s Harvey Haddix Rawlings HH The Kitten Glove 

Original solid and soft leather, rolled piping, no ink, smooth liner, nice Rawlings patch and button………………..$180 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

  

                                                                 

                                                                                                                               

                                                                              

1900’s/10’s A.J. Reach Asbestos Full Web Glove 

White leather Reach full web fielder’s glove.  Exterior leather is in great condition.  The interior has a vintage repair 
(lamb’s wool) that feels great on your hand.  Super clean Reach patch on the wrist strap with a generic button closure. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$200 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                                                                       

Mizuno GIC-4 World Win Baseball Glove 

Barely used, outstanding……………………………………………………………………………………………...$300 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

 

                                                                                                  

1920’s A.J. Reach Basemitt 

Reach buckleback 1B mitt.  Couple of small tears in the thumb, but the lining is good.  Good display piece………..$40 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

           

                                                                        

1930’s Hack Wilson Spalding CB Glove 

Attractive display, VG condition Lewis “Hack” Wilson (very prominently stamped), buckle back laced web 1920’s 
glove.  Makes great display with patch and buckle back in good condition, there are small holes between the fingers 
and there is soft leather inside palm…………………………………………………………………………….…….$500 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                   

c. 1949 Nokona BM95 Latch Basemitt 

Very unusual baseball mitt. I was told by seller this was an unfinished model because lacing was never completed and 
cloth label never attached.  Not sure other than that?  Super large mitt called “The Latch”  model.  All mint and never 
used although my pictures were not real good.  No use at all.  As you can see cloth label on back missing and looks 
like was never there and lacing not completed.  I think this is a fairly rare glove but no idea here for sure?   It was not 
cheap so the reason for pricing……………………………………………………………………………………….$999   

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

                                                                               

                                                                              

1960’s Rawlings XPGP Heart of the Hide Glove 

Besides being the one-time Rawlings Cadillac of Gloves, it is a beautiful well preserved model………………..….$200 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                                 

                                                                                                  

1930’s/40’s Mace Brown Goldsmith G12 Glove 

Goldsmith Mace Brown LHT fielder’s glove………………………………………………………………………...$100 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                                                             

 

1930’s Earl Grace Catchers Mitt 

Earl Grace buckleback kid’s catchers mitt.  You can just barely make out the Earl Grace, but it’s there.  Perfect lining. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$75 

 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                                                                

1970’s Brooks Robinson Rawlings XFCB17 Glove 

Totally unused………………………………………………………………………………………………………...$425 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                  
1920’s Goldsmith Glove  

This is a Heinie Groh style Goldsmith glove with leather in between all fingers.  Very large adult model glove and 
never had cloth label but goldsmith stamped on back wrist strap.  No rips, tears or ink in excellent condition.  V back 
style opening on back…………………………………………………………………………………………………$699 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

                                                                               

1963 Wilson A2000 Glove 

Early model, great condition………….…….$425 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                                          

1980’s Wilson A2000 XLC 

Unused, shelf life only!.................................................................................................................................................$625 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

    

                                                                        

1920’s Winchester 2150 1” Web Glove 

Large adult model 2150 with 1.25 inch web – all stamping still in palm and there was never a cloth label on this one.  
Good  condition overall with small hole on back center of glove see pic and small seam tear in between first finger and 
small hole in palm see pics.  Displays very nice with strong stamping………………………………………………$299 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                                                                                       

                                                                  

1930’s Jack Watson Sporting Goods 3 Finger Glove 

Three finger Lutzke style glove.  Glove is a “Jack Watson Sporting Goods” model which may be Canadian.  There is a 
manufacturer’s tag on the wrist strap.  Glove has a nice crescent pad which can be seen on softball gloves, however 
this glove appears to be a hardball glove.  I’ll let the new owner decide…………………………………………….$195 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

      

           

                                                                        

1940’s Japanese Glove 

This is a large, dark brown leather triple tunnel-web 1940’s glove.  Totally intact great display with leather 
piping.  Glove has a white label that reads “KANAZAWA SPORTING GOODS TOKYO”.  It also has a very 
interesting Japanese symbol trademark on the strap button…………………………………………………………. $300 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                                                             

 
1970’s/80’s Rawlings PRO 6-HF Heart of the Hide Glove 

Rawlings USA PRO 6-HF Heart of the Hide LHT — mint with the original hang tag.  I forget how to decode the 
Horween code, but I believe it’s from the ‘70s.  The only tiny flaw is a quarter-inch long mark just above the label that 
looks to have been made by a ball point pen…………………………………………………………………………$425 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

            

                                                                                                                                           

1962-64 Roger Maris Spalding 42-135 Glove 

Outstanding unused model……………..………………………...$250 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                

                           

1950’s Gil McDougald MacGregor G114 Glove 

Outstanding, no flaws, may have caught a ball, more like 
shelf life………………………………...……………..$175 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                              

           

                                                                              

1931 Stuffy McGinnes Stall & Dean 0963 Speed Up Basemitt 

Top of the line Stall & Dean basemitt.  Double buckles are both in great working condition.  Butter smooth interior 
lining, stamping is very light...I think stamping can be worked and enhanced, strong and complete Stall & Dean black 
cloth tag, on hand feel does not get any better than on this mitt and partial name written on back of mitt along pinky 
left side of Stall & Dean label……………...…………………………………………………………………………$395 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

            

 

1920’s/30’s Lance Richbourg Glove 

It’s in excellent condition, just needs some cleaning.  A very rare glove…………………………………………...…$85 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/
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OTHER COOL STUFF 
SECTION 

 

 



 

 

                

                                                                

Spalding Figure 8 Advertising Ball 

This very well may be an advertising display piece from the same era as the porcelain sign as printing is the same.  Has 
been stored a long time, measures about. 29 ", almost the same as a girls Basketball.  Weight is 4 pounds 2.6 oz.  The 
leather is dry and cracked in areas.  The only printing is what you see is SPALDING.   I have not been able to find this 
in a catalog , also do not see it as a medicine ball laced like a baseball, although the feel is like a medicine ball, not  in 
perfect shape anymore.  Only one spot has the broken lace, which is leather.  An old counter display ???.............$1,500 

   

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

                                    

           

                                                                        

 1930’s Spalding Fielders Trophy 

Some consider the Spalding Trophy group to be the most collectible of early 1900’s baseball trophies.  This trophy is a 
beautiful example of the 16” tall fielders trophy.  The inscription on the front reads “WON BY CENTRAL LABOR 
COUNCIL 1930”.  The trophy is in excellent condition and the manufacturer’s metal label (Dieges & Clust) on the 
base is in outstanding condition………………………………………………………………………………….…$6,200 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

 

    

                           

           

                                                                              

1920’s Winchester Chest Protector 

This is a super rare "WINCHESTER" MODEL baseball catcher’s chest protector.  Winchester only made baseball 
equipment in the early to mid-1920’s.  This is an adult model that measures 31 inches in length (not including straps) 
and 18.5 inches at its widest.  Please see the pictures for condition.  All the stuffing is full and maintains its original 
shape.  One shoulder strap is partially missing. The Winchester marking is on the front left breast so it can be seen 
while displayed……………………………………………………………………………………………………….$850 

 

http://www.baseballglovecollector.com/


 

         

 

        

         

G&S Ring Bat 

This bat measures 34 ¼” long and is uncracked.  Vintage ink stamping is light however you can make out most of the 
stamping.  There is a cool statement on the hitting end of the bat that states “Strike This Way Of Grain.” There is 
another statement on the bat, however I can’t make it out…………………………………………………………...$375 
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 Whitmore Mfg.. Imperial No. 5 Bat 

This bat measures 35 3/4” long, uncracked.  Very deep stamping.  Decal is pretty much all there, however the decal 
has a lot of crazing……………………………………………………………………………………………………$250 
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Harvard Professional Model Decal Bat 

“Used by Professional Leagues.”  Uncracked bat that is 34” long.  Very deep stamping of a little seen bat 
manufacturer………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$325 
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